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CROSS SECTIONS FOR ELECTRON CAPTURF BY 
FAST 1R0TONS IN F2 , He, N2 , Ar 

Leland Merritt Welsh 

Lawrence RadatiOn Laboratory 
Tjniversity of California 

Berkeley, California 

August 30, 1966 

• 	
• 	ABSTRACT 

• 	Neasu'ernents have been made of cross sections for electron cap- 

ture by protons, fromO keV to 13.75  MeV in N2  and in Ar; to 5.1 

MeY in He; and to 2. 4 5 MeV in }12.  These results are preseirLed, along 

with electron-loss cross sections for the same gases at 1.027 arid 

2.44 MeV. 

The measurements were carried out through analysis of particle 

beam composition after exLt from a gas target of known COmflO'r5nn 

and thickness.. The beam was separated magnetically, and the charged 

and neutral components were detected by Faraday cup and scintillator, 

• 	respectively. 

Our results overlap, between 440 keV and 1 14eV, the experimental 

results of Barnétt and Reynolds. Our a lo  cross sections in this region 

have the same general behavior, but are larger by an amount varying, 

from roughly 10% in hydrogen to 50% in argon 

The results here appear to agree with the prediction of Tuan and 

Gerjuoy concerning the difference between electron capture by protons 

in molecular as opposed to atomic hydrogen, although additIonal meas-

urements will be requiied to confimn the prediction. There also 

appears to be a possible correlation between the experimental results 

in N2, which show inflections in the capture cross section curve 

around 1 14eV, and the calculations by Maple ton for capture from that 

complex atomic system. 	 •. 

There is good agreement between theory and this exper:.me ntfor 

the electron-loss cross section. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The charge-exchange process investigated in this research is 

that in which a high-energy proton picks up an electron from an atom, 

or molecule, of a target gas, thus emerging as a neutral hydrogen 

atom. Early calcujAtions of.cross sections for such reactions did not 

prove completelt satisfactory,  and, for that matter, initiated, a con- 

• flict as to the asymptotic.(high energy) behavior of the cross sections 

• which has not yet been coplete1y resolved. There has been a resur- 

• gence of interest in the subject, resulting in part from the status of 

charge exchange as an important loss mechanism in controlled thernio-

nuclear research devices, and interest in its effect upon atmospheric 

processes. It is also now possible to carry out large-scale numerical 

calculations which would have been, earlier, totally intractable. 

Probably this latter ability has contributed most to the proliferation 

of theoretical work on this problem. 

The earliest work of tnterest was that of Thomas., 1  in 1927,  in 

wh'ich he used a purely classical approach to the calculation of capture 

of an electron from atomic hydrogen by an a particle. The process was 

• viewed as a succession of two Coulomb collisions, first between the a 

• 	particle and electron, then between the electron and nucleus. The cal-. 

culation was generally accepted as valid in the h!gh-energr limit, 

where the de BrogUe wavelengths of all the particles involved are 

much smaller than characteristic atomic dimensions, and gave a result 

which was proportional to E_ll/2,  i.e., the inverse eleventh power of 

the a-particle.veiocity. 	. 	. 

The cross section was calculated quantum mechanically in 1930  by 
Brinkman and Kramers 2  , in the first Born approximation, including in 

2 

••  the interaction matrix element only the.interaction potentialof the 

atomic electron and the incoming charged particle. This prediction 

proves to be larger. than experimental measurements by about a factor 

of four at moderately high energIes ( 100 keV), and generally over-

estimates experimental results at all energies. In the high-energy 

limit, this result varies as E6 
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There have been many, subseq,uent refinements to and variatIons of 

the quantum mechanical calculation, involving varIous approxImation 

schemes, some of which are discussed in the section dealing with 

theoretical development. These have been carried out nonrelativist:.e-

ally, and have usually produced results which in the high energy limit 
• 	 -11/2 	-6 vary either as E 	or as E . These results have also reeuccc, in 

general, the disparity between theory and experimental resulLs. 

• 	'. Experimental results have been ailablc, from sevenal ources, 
3-l0 to energies of approximately 100 keV. 	A single set. of measure- 

ments by Barnett and Reynolds 11  carried the experimental evidence to 

1 MeV; above 1 MelT measurements have been limited to isolted 

points. 12,13  

• 	 The work reported here is an effort to extend in a n:jutematic 

way the energy range of charge exehane measurements for orotOns in 

• 	 hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and argon gases The results presented 

provide an overlap of previous work down to 440 ]ceV, and extend upward 

to 13.75 MelT in nitrogen and argon targets. 

The energy spread of these measurements is substantial from the 

standpoint of proton accelerators. Three different accelerators were 

used in the course, of this experiment: a 1-MelT Van de Graaff genera- 

• ton for the lower energIes, the Hilac (heavy-ion linear accelerator) 

of LRL Berkeley, and the 90-inch cyclotron of LRL Livermore for the 

higher energy points. . 

The scheme of the measurement is to bring a bean of protons 

• 	(of known energy) into a gas target (of known composition and density), 

where some fraction of the protons captures electrons into bound 

states. Since momentum transfer in this process is neglIgibly small,. 

the beam of protois and hydrogen atoms exiting the 'target has the 

same velocity as on entering. The two components, neutral and charged, 

of the product beam are then separated magnetically. The neutral 

particles are counted individually by use of a scintillator-nhbtomulti-. 

plier assembly, and the charged component of the beam is collected in 

a Faraday cup and measured with an :i.ntegrat:Lng e1c:t;rorneter. If 'I;)ie' 



target gas is "thin" with respect to both the capture and suhseuent 

ion1zation processes, then the capture cross sect -ion"a 	 can be
10, 

calculated easily from this infonnation. 

The details of the experiment are discussed in the body of this 

report. 	 - 
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II. RESUME OF APPLICABLE TORY 

Many varying approaches to the calculation of the cross section 

for capture of electrons by fast protons in gases have been made with-

out completely resolving the questions of magnitude or of energy 

dependence at high nergies. Some discussion of the philosophies of 

these. calculations may bQ found in references i-- and 15, in the review 

by Bates and McCarrofl. and in Mott and Massey. 	We discuss here 

calculations which have a more or less direct bearing on our results. 

In this discussion, we identify the capturing ion (in most cases. 
• 	a proton) as particle 1, the initial atomic nucleus as particle 2, and 

the active electron as particle 3. Other particles in the atom will 

be successively numbered. The great majori-by of the calculations deal 

with capture from atomic hydrogen because its simplicity provides a 

tractable problem. 

The differentja1-ross section forelectron capture is given by 

1 	2v! 	
2 

Q() • - 	- 	- I((Pf !VfI)I, 	 (1) 
1'7T 	. 	V 

where ii is the reduced mass of the system, v and v 1  are the beam 
particle velocities before and after the collision, p

f  is the unper-

turbed wave function for the final state, and 	is the complete wave 
function describing the collision. 

Finding the exact cross section implies knowing the exact solu-

tion of the scattering equation, an integral equation expressed 

formally as 

91  + GVi1 , 	 (2) 

where G is theGreents function operator for the Schroedinger equa- 

.tion without perturbation. The fact that Eq. (2) cannot be solved 

exactly for this problem gives rise to the many approximations applied 

to this calculation. 
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A. Classical Estimate of High Energy Behavior 

The classical calculation by Thomas1  mentioned in the Introduction 

preceded the wáv mechanical attemfts, and is interesting for its pre-

diction of high energy behavior. The collision is viewed as a succes-

sion of two Coulomb collisions; the sequence of collisions is illus-

trated in Fig'. 1.- The first collision is between the atomic electron. 

and the impinging: ion;, which he took to be an a particle, and results 

in the electron coming off at 60 deg, the angle' at wh-ih it's velocity 

has a.. magnitude U eqiito that of the a particle.. The electron then 

scatters off its parent nucle' to align its velocity vector with that 

of the alpha. Both the electron and nucleus are asuined to have 

velocities very' much smaller' than ii; so that they are considered to be 

initially at rest. This sequence. of events is the only one possible, 

classically, which can lead to a capture under the- criterion for cap-

ture that the final velocity U of the electron must be such that 

1 2 2e2" 
ao  

where u V -  , and a is the Bohr ±adius. This calculation leads 

to a probability of capture with an energy dependence of ET 

Cook pointed out, l8  however, that there is no energy region for 

which this classical calculation can be considered valid. To be valid, 

the binding energy D of the electron would have to be much greater than 

the uncertainty in relative energ3, 'E,- of the electron and capturing 

particle, i.e., D >> AE; 'E in turn is dependent upon the criterion 

that uncertainty in position must be much less than the impact parame-

ter b of the collision, or tx << b. 

Since 	 Ax • mAv- 

and 	 Ax<<b, 	 ' 

- 	' 
	 m (Av) 2 >>  

bm 
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should hold for the calculation to be worthwhile This inequality is 

not preserved dt high energies, and grows worse as energy rises.. We 

cannot, therefore, consider the classical calculation aweightyar u_ 
ment for expecting an Ehh/2 dependence at high energy. 

More recent efforts to apply classical techniques to the calcula-

tion of electron canture have been made by Gryzinski 19  and by T'ateD 
20 and Mapleton. 	In these cases classical Coulomb collisions are used, 

but velocity distributions appropriate to quantum mechanical states 

are imposed upon the •electrons. Bates and Mapleton found good agree-

ment with experimental results at low energies, but not in the energy 

range of the measurements rèprted here. 

B. Born Approximation 

Equation (2) is equivalent to 

= 	+ GOVCP, + G0VG0Vp1  + '•.• 

which is the Born series. The first Born approximation assumes that 

on the basis that for high energies the interaction potential 

V is a small perturbation. The first Born matrix element is thus 

(q f 1 Vf  

Successive Born approximations are made by including additional texms 

of the Born series in the approximate expression for r 
2 In 1931, Brin.bian. and Kramers applied the Born approximation to 

electron capture by a fast ion, for which the matrix elenent should be 

(cPf IV12  + V23 IcP) 

Then, in the manner of Oppenheinier, 21  they chose to Ignore, in the 

interactionpotential, V= Vj + V23, the contribution of the inter-

nuclear potential. V12, on the physical grounds that this potential 

gives rise to a small deflection in the path of particle 2, but cannot 

appreciably affect the probability of electron capture. Therefore 



this approximation uses the matrix element (Pf1 1T2 cP1 ), and is referred 

to as the Oppenhei1nerBriran_Kramer (0BK) approximatIon. Calcula-. 

tion of the OBK cross section for electron capture from atomic hydroren 

H + H(ls) 	H(ls) + H+  , 

yields a result of 

64 2 
' OBK 

7Ta 

05E(l+E)5 

where B is in units of 100 keV 

This E 6  behavior at high energy is not changed by the Inclusion 

of the total Interaction potential (v + V ) in the calculation of 
Jackson and Schiff. 	Their result is 

r 

	

1

14 2 	1 tan E 	 15 2 

	

Q S —   l27+—±__ 	
l'2 L9 	'B 	B 	96 	E 1 	'B 	B 

	

1 	 8,11 
+ —(tan Eh/2)2 31 + - + 

.E:EJ 

where again B is in units of 100 keV. The asymptotic value of Q is 
is o.661 QOBX, but this value is apprbached quite slowly. At 1 MeV the 

ratio 1.on1y 0.369. Surprisingly, from the sthndpint of 0ppenheiiner' 
argument for the neglect of V12, not only is the effect of the inter-
nuclear potential large, but 	provides a much better match to 
experimental results than Q

OBK in general. 

Higher order calculations have been carried out in the Born 

series. Drisko found that the second order contribution of the 

nucleon-nucleon potential cancelled the contribution 'of the semé 
23 potential in first order. , 	His second Born result was 

= (o 2946 + 5 rEl1'22 2 ) Q  

I 
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He estimated that the third Born approximation could have a small con-

tribution falling off as E , which begins to raise doubt about the 

convergene of the Born series for such collisions. Aaron, Amado, and 

Lee2  have considered the convergence of the Born serie.s for rearrange-

ment collisions, andproduced evidence for the probable divergence of 

the Born series for rearrangement collisions, independent of the energy 

E of the incident particle. 

The aiibiguitiespreSeflted by the Born .approxmatiofl in the calcu-

lation of cross sections for charge exchange, such as the effect of 

• incltiding the nucleon-nucleon inteaction, are rooted in the fact that, 

since the systems before and after collisions are described by differ-

ent Hamiltorians, the respective gave functions are generally not 

orthogonal. Therefore, as it happens, the V12  potential has a pro-

nounced effect in the Born approximatIon even thouph it can be shown 

that the effect of the 1112 term in a calulation involving no approxi-

mation, if such were possible, would be of the orer of 

C. Further Approximations 

• 	 Many efforts have been made to develop better approxImations to 

the capture problem and thus eliminate the ambiguities and uncertain-

ties of earlier work. The distorted wave method2627 treats the 

effect of the proton-nucleus interaction by calculating, as a two-body 

problem, the wave function of the proton in the field of the nucleus. 

The resultant wave function is then used to represert the incident 

proton in the initial state wave function 	as opposed to its plane 

wave representation in the first Born approximation. 

The impulse approximation 
14,28,29 further assumes, for high-energy 

collisions, that the collision time is sufficiently short that the 

binding of the electron in its original.state can be ignored. That 

is the collision is considered a two-body collision, between the 

capturing proton and the electron, where, however, the original state 

does impose a specific probability distribution, of moiientum on the 

1  electron. Bransden and Chehire applied this to helium', i.e., for 

/ 	
....• 	 / 
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+ He (l s?) 	H(ls) + He(ls), 

where the comparison with experiment is made easier by lack of molecu- 

lar effects. A notable reult obtained was a high-energy behavior of 
-11/2 

E 	for capture into the hydrogen ground state. 

An eneigy domain approximating the 'thigh energyT' region, where. 

the proton velocity is much larger than the average velocity of the 

orbital electrons, will he found to occur at lover energies for lighter 

targets. Generally the capture cross section will fall off with the 

probability of finding an electron with the velocity v of the incoming 

proton. The velocity distrbutions.for inner-shell electrons of 

heavier atoms, which are much more tightly bound, extend much higher 

than for the electrons of hydrogen or helium. 

This behavthr of the cross section as a function of the atomic 

num1er of the target atom is illustrated in apaper by Mittleman 15  in 

which.he evaluates the capture cross section after considering several 

forms of the collisibn matrix element. He produces a first-Born-

approximation formula for capture into all s states (capture into other, 

angular.mofrienturn states being negligible), 

Q a0 

188 
 (1 201)2 Z nA (0)[l + 0 

which he reasons to be valid over the restricted energy ranges repre-

sented by 

E 	 - 
l0<—<2, 

z 

where herëE is in units of 25 keV, Z is the atomic rnm1Der of.the 

atom. 30  In the formula, 	is the electron density at the origin. 

The energy limits above are, the points between which the B term 

dominates (at the low end) the B 7  term of the formula and (at the 

lh2  high end) the E_ 	term of the second Born approximation. 
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D. Capture from Heavier Atoms 

Calculation of electron capture cross sections for complex atomic 

systems, whIch is to say for effectively any beyondhydrOgefl and helium, 

is difficult and uncertain. The OBK-te calculation can, however, 

±easonably be done. The suggestion that the ratio 	
be 

close to the se for all atoms at a give.n impact energyT, led Maple-

ton, using that idea, to attempt an estateof electron capture 

(hopefully approxImating the result of a jackson_Schiff-tYPe calcula-

tion) from atomic nitrogen (and oxygen). 32  To do this, he multiplied 

his calculated 	for atomic nitrogen by the ratios oBK 	
of he Born 

cross sections for helium (which he had also calculated 33) and hydro-

gen to the OBK cross sections for the see gases, viz., 

	

JS  = 

Q 	(H) 	
OBK(N) 

OBK 

Ls  (He) 
and 	 Q,. 	() = - 	• 

QOBK (He) 

The respective ratios differ by a maximum of about lO% in the range, 

40 kéV to 1 MeV, to which he felt it reasonable to apply the method. 

More interesting; perhaps,.fromthe standpoint of this paper, is the 

nature of the curve of Q , which Mapleton has now extended to higher 
OBK 

energies. 3  It should be pointed out that the curve plotted in Fig. 
7 (p. 35) 

as Ma (2) includes only estimates of capture of p-orbital electrons in 

atomic nitrogen. At higher energies, capture Of 2s and is electrons 

dominates. The curve marked Ma (3) is the OBK result from which Ma (2) 

was derived, and includes capture of 2p electrons only. Ma () 

includes OBK results for the reactions 
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+ N(s; 2p3 ) 	H(ns) + N( 3P; 2p2 ) 

+ N( 3S; 2s 2p) 

± N( 3S; is 2p) 
+ N±(SS; is 2p3 ). 

Thus Ma (4)  Includes all relevait capture reactions, Ma (3) only that 

Of p electrons. The curve for p-orbital capture falls off as E 7  at 

high energy. For capture from s states it falls off as E 6 . It 

appears that the com-plete QoBK curve might reproduce approximately the 

shape, although not the magnitude, of the structure in the experimental 

curve at around 0.5 to 1 NeV. 

E. Comparison with Experiment for Diatomic Gases 

It should be noted that a direct comparison of such calculations 

as those for atomic hydrogen 

+ H(ls) -H(is) + 

with our experiment is difficult.. The calculation is for capture into 

the ground state from atomic hydrogen; the measurement is into all 

states from molecular hydiogen. A reasonable estimate.may be made of 

the capture Into excited states by using Oppenheimer's result 
21 that,. 

at high proton impact energies, capture (from the ground state) Into 

s states dominates that into states of higher angular momentum and 

that capture into a level n is approximately proportionalto n 3 . 

Thus capture cross section Q into all states would be 

00 

(ls - nl) = Q(ls - is) 	n 3  = 1.201 Q(ls - ls) 

In Figs. 5 (p. 31) and 7 (p.35)  the theoretical values for capture from 

H and N have been multiplied by 2 for comparison with H2  and N2  results, 

despite the fact that Tuan and Gerjuoy have shown such an approximation 

35  not to be valid. 	 ' 
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• The experiniental results in hydrOen gas are interesting in that 

they tend to substantiate the prediction of Tuan and Gerjuoy. Spe- 

• cifically, Tuan and Gerjuoy have äalculated Q OBK 
	the molecular 

counte±par.to the OC calculation. That is, the calculation is car-

ried out by using molecular orbital wave functions, but again ignoring 

nucleon-nucleon interactions. At energies somewhat above 400 keV, 

Q0 (mol) is less than 2 QOBK(atomic) as a result of a destructive 

interference between the capture amplitudes of the two atomic centers. 

On the other hand, ag v - x, the interference effect fades and 

OBK 
	approaches a value between 2.4 and 2.8 QOBK(atomic), depend- 

ing on the molecular wave functions used. In molecular hydrogen the 

electrons are more tightly bound, and therefore have a higher prob-

ability of having the velocity v of the capturing proton. The capture 

amplitude is roughly proportional to that probability. The results 

plotted in Fig. 5 suggest such behavior when compared with the theo-

retical values plotted (2Qjs). 

A consequence of accepting the calculation is that one finds it 

necessary to go to much higher energies in measurements in H2  to. have 

any hope of comparing the "asymptotic" behavior at high energy with 

theory. 

Another possible difference exists between calculation and obser-

vaton. Although the calculations are usually carried out with field-

free wave functions, the capturing proton sees a Lorentz field result-

ing from its high velocity through ambient magnetic fields in the 

laboratory system. Stray fields at the target are no larger than 

• 	approximately lgauss. 

With an estimate of 1 gauss for the magnetic field, one finds 

• 	the equivalent, electric field, 

-* v - 	
F=— XB, 

C 

to be 14 volt/cm at 1 MeV and 52 volts/cm at 13.75  MeV, our maximi 

energy. 



K. Oinidvar has calculated the electron capture cross section in 

hydrogen, using the OBK approximation and parabolic coordinates, appro-

priate to the case of capture in an electric field. The result of 

specific interest to us is that the capture cross section for the 

initial state n n1  n and final state n' n1 ' n is dependent solely 

on the principal quant= nunibers n and n'. The probability of capture •  

into an excited level n is. thus independent of the existence of the 

Lorentz field. 	 - 
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III. APPARATUS.AND PROCEDURE 

A. General Description 

A schematic representation of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. 

The beam is accepted in the apparatus at a location as close as con-

veniently possible to the last "bending magnet of the accelerator, a 

• 

	

	 choice intended to minimize the drift path of the beam, thus also the 

number of neutrals created by exchange with background gas in the drift 

sections. The calculation of a from the data requires a correction.
10  

• 	 term involving 	the ionization cross section.for the target gas. 

This need for accurate knowledge of cr in our energy xm.nge led to the01 
inclusion of the neutralizing foil and bending magnet in front of the 

target 'sectiOn, ±n Order that a could also be measured as necessary.
01  

In measuring the capture cross section, a 10,one allows the proton 

beam toenter the target unimpeded. The charged 'component of the beam 

leaving the target is bent .by the separating magnet field 10 deg into 

the Faraday cup used in this case for proton measurement. The neutral 

component of the beam continues on a straight path into the plastic or 

cesium iodide scintillator used for detection of neutrals. 

In measuring the ionization cross section, one inserts the thin 

aluminum neutralizing foil in the "beam line, then bends away the 

charged component emerging from the foil with the permanent magnet, 

thus providing a "beam of neutral hydrogen atoms entering the target. 

In this case, the relative intensities of charged and neutral com-

ponents entering the detectors are of the same order, so that •scintil-  

lator techniques are used for measurement of bothbeams. 

The cross sections at each energy are measured at several target 

pressures. In the a measurement, the pressure chosen is such that 
10 

• 	
' 	

o1 < O.li., where ii, the target thickness, is the product of target 

3) and target length L (cm), 	II i.e., 	(mol/cm2  density N (mol/cm 	 ). 

In this way the correction term mentioned earlier is always kept 

smaller than 20% 
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B. Detailed Deseri -ptori of Apparatus 

• 	 Figure 3 is a line sketch, approximately to scale, showing the 
layout of components in the experiment. Those elements outlined in 

• 	bold relief.  in the figure correspond to the basIc elements of the 

experiment shown in the schematic, Fig. 2. 

Neutralizer 

The neutralizer section is used in the course of :measurtng 01 ,  
the electron loss, or stripping, cross section. Measurements were •  

made ofo for H, He, Ar, and N2  at 1 and at 2.5 MeV. Measurements 01 	2
had previously been made at this Laboratory at 10 Mc3V- C ince this 

cross section varies approximately as 	in this region, suffic:tently 

accurate Interpolation is possible. Such measurements requ:L:red that 

the beam entering the gas cell be of neutral hydrog(-,n atoms. This 

neutralization is accomplished by inserting an a....uninum foil, of VC) 

ig/cm2  thickness, In the beam line at a pobition 15 cm behind the 

in. diaan entrance collimator. The neutralizer foil is sufficiently 

thick that the ratio of neutrals to protons reaches an eaullibrium 

value, which is on the order of that for a proton beam emerging from a 
UjcH gaseoustarget.37 

The charged component of the beam is then swept out of the beam 

line by the field of a permanent magnet placed behind the foil. The 

11400-gauss field of the permanent magnet is sufficient to sweep the 

. . proton beam completely clear of the entrance collimator (3/16 in. diam) 
of the gas cell. 

Target Gas Cell 	 . 

The gas cell is aIagminxned in Fig- 4 . The target chamber itself 

Is centrally located In the gas cell assembly, with the differential . 

pumping section extending to both ends. The assembly Is ptunxd by a 

liquid-nitrogen-trapped 6-In oil diffusion pump 

Pressures are set In the target chamber by adjustment of the •g 

inlet flow iate, using a remotely controlled needle valve. Pressures 

on the order of 100 microns are attainable before the diffusion pump 

throughput rate becomes excessive 

Pressures In the gas target are measured with a Schulz ion gauge 
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Fig. 3. Line skêtch•of experiment, approximately to scale. Elements 
shown in bold re1iecorrespond to the basic elements of the 
schematic,. Fig. 2. 
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tube. The tube is a WL7676, a WestinghouSe version of a Schulz-Phelps 

gauge, designed to operate in the range of 1 x 10
1  to i x io. torr. 

This guage was calibrated, for each of the four gases to be used, 

against a CVC Model GM100A McLeod gauge. Themercury of the McLeod 

gauge was cooled to :0 
0C in order to avoid the necessity for any cor-

rections due to a pumping effect by mercury vapor flowing toward the 

cold trap. 8 . The correction is negligible at this mercury tempera- 

ture)9  
The random error in pressure calibration was calculated from the 

variance of the data, with the following results: 

Gas 	Probable error 

• 	 112 

He 	 50 

• 	 Ar 	 6. 1k 

Uncertainty in preciseJ-y locating the mercury meniscus is the major 

contributor to error in the McLeod gauge. There is a random error in 

reading the gauge which is dependent to some extent tipon operator 

skill, and there is an error from variation in the capillary depression 

• 	 of the mercury column.which is a function of the condition of the 

• 	 capillary wall surface. 0 

Estimating the capillary depression error to be of approximately 

the same size as the random eirors, we expect a standard error in 

• 	pressure measurement very slightly less than. io%. 

• 	The target chamber collimating tubes are 3/16 in. in inner 

diameter, are both 4.+ cm long, and are separated by a center-to- * 
center distance along the beam line of 24.4 cm. 	The pressure in the 

* Subsequent to taking data at the 90-inch cyclotron (Livermore), small 
modifications were made to the gas cell in which the distance mentioned 
changed from 24L3 to 2J4 cm, and the i.d. of the entrance cQllimator 

to the assembly was reduced from 1/4 in. to/l6 in. 
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collimator tubes of the target chamber is assumed to fall off linearly; 

this makes the effective length of the chamber equal to the, center-to-

center distance mentioned above. During operation., the pressure in 

the pthnping'section remained less than 0.5 of 'the pressure in the 

target chamber; Thus the pumping section made no significant contri-

button to the effective target thickness. 

15. 	Analysis Section 
Serating magnet and drift sections 

The magnet used for beam separation following the gas cell has 

pole faces 8' in. in diameter, with a gap separation of 2 in. ' This 
magnet bends the protdn beam 10 deg at a position 15 cm after the exit 

of\he target chamber. The maximum magnetic field requ±red. (for'13.75 

MeV protons) is 4650 gauss. Measurement's of the field strength of 

this magnetmade along a radius indicate that the stray 'field at the 

nearest point of the target chamber (the exit) 'is"less'thn 10 	of 

the central field, which is to say on the order of the earth's field 

or less. ' 

The drift sections, both before and after the gas cell assembly, 

are pumped by liquid_nitrogen_traPped u-in. oil diffusion pumps. Base 

pressures are approximately 4 x 10 torr in these sections. 

Faraday cup 

During measurement of the el'ectron capture cross section, •the 

magnitude of the charged (proton) beam is alys lager than that of 

the neutral beam by at least a factor of 10 3 . We are thus able to 

monitor the charged beam with Faraday cup and electrometer while' count-

ing the neutral beam with a system of scintillation counter, amplifier, 

and scalers. 

The Faraday cupis 1.75 in. i.d., and is 1.5 in. deep.' The prob-

lem of losing the secondary electrons emitted when the beam strikes 

the surface of the cup is overcome by placing a pair of semicircular 

• 	 permanent magnets, 4 in. i.d., with like polesinutted together, around 

the Faraday cup. These magnets produce an average 500-gauss field 

perpendicular to the beam line, which is sufficient to confine the 
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secondaries to the cup. The magnets are 4 in. wide, so that their 

field includes the entire volume of the Faraday cup. 

The current collected by the Faraday cup is measured with an LRL 

integrating electrometer, measuring the voltage rise on a capacitor of 

known value as charge is collected. The system utilizes a feedback 

amplifier in order to maintain the cup potential at ground, independ-

ent of the charge collected. Calibration is accomplished with a 

battery-and-precision-resistor current source which is independently 

calibrated .with a KeIthley 401 electrometer. We estimate the uncer-

tainty in knowledge of, proton beam magnitude as ± 1.5%. The integrat-

ing electrometer is used to gate, off the scalers counting the neutral 

beam when some appropriate preset charge level is reached. 

(c) Scintillator and photomultiplier assemblies 

Two varietIes of scinti1lator-photomUJtiPlier assembly have been 

used in the course of this work. They differ in the type of scintil-

lator material used and in the type of photomuitiplier rather than in 

any fundamental way. 

• 	At the higher energies, 2.45 eV and abové,a plastic scintillator 

of 1.5-in ,  diameter and nominal 1/32-in ,  thickness is mounted onto a 

Lucite light pipe, which is in turn mounted to the face of a type 

RCA 6810A photomultiplier tube. The light pipe is present to provide 

a physical separation between the phototube and the magnets associated 

with the Faraday cup. The tube is further protected from stray mag-

netic fields by a cylindrical mu-metal shield around the tube and a 

soft-iron shield around that. 

At energies of 1 MeV and below; a cesium iodide scintillator is 

used, giving substantially greater light output. This scintillator Is 

mounted directly onto a type RCA 6655A photomultiplier tube. Here 

also the scintillator has a diameter of 1.5 in. The tube Is shielded 

by an arrangement of mu-metal and soft-iron shields similar to that 

of the other assembly. 

The output of the photomultiplier is amplified, and the pulses 

counted by scalers, afterthe discrimination of low-level noire. The 
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pulses produced by beam particles are flrnnochrornatic, and are signifi-

cantly larger than those of the noise.. Thus it is easy to discriminate 

between noise and true counts. 

The choice of detector size (1.5 in. diam) was governed by the 

need to capture essentially all the particles in the respective beams. 

As we have mentioned earlier, the momentum transfer associated with 

the electron capture reaction is small. The magnitude of the scatter- 
114,22,26 

ing angle has been calculated 	and has been investigated 

experimentally, a1touh not to enegies as high as for this work. 41 

The experimental work extended to 55 keV, measuring the half-angle, 

.e/2; 'the significance of this angle is that 50% of the scattered 

particles emerge within a cone of central angle e. The results are 

sunmaarized as fo11ows The half-angle is,a decreasing function of 

beam energy, down to an apparent minimum which depends on the molecu-

lar size and the "thickness" of the target gas, and which Is of the 

order of 1 rnilliradian. 

Calculations of the angular scattering predict a. characteristic 

• 	. 	scattering angle also of the order of 1 milliradian. Typical of these 

• 

	

	 is the calculation by Bransden and Cheshire 1  for 222.-keV protons in a 

helium target showing the usual peaking in the forward direction with 

a characteristic angle of scattering of less than 0.14 inilliradian. One 

milliradian corresponds to a displacement at the detector of c0.07 in. 

Calculations.alSO point qualitatively to an ecplanation for the 

unexpected "minimum" scattering angle. The probability of electron 

capture, expressed as a function of impact parameter, peaks at smaller 
26,142 

and smaller impact parameters for larger and larger energies. • 	Of 

course, the momentum exchange between proton and nucleus is.larger at 

smaller impact parameters. 	• 
• • 	• 	Some neutral hydrogen atoms formed in exchange collisions near 

the outer edge of the beam may he scattered so as to fail to pass 	• 

• 	 through the exit collimator. For the particular operating geometry 

• • 	used, we estimate this loss of neutrals to be no more than approxi- 

mately i% of the total neutral beam. 	. • 	.. 	• - 
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The 1.5-in, detector size was chosen as a conservative size, i.e., 

one more than large enou€htóseve satisfactorily. The neutral beam 

was observed visually, by means of a phosphor plate, to be less than 

0.75 in. in diameter. Measurements on nitrogen, at 1 MeV, were dupli-

cated with detectors of 1 in. and 1.5 in. diameter, and were found to 

be the same within.statistiCal errors in counting. 

C. • Energy Measurement 

The very strong energy dependence of the capture cross section 

demands that the proton beam energy be accurately determined. Three 

means (listed below) have been used to determine the energy of the 

proton beams in the course of these measurements. At all energies, 

and therefore on all three accelerators, energy.measurernentS have been 

made with a solid state detector. The 90-inch cyclotron includes a 

system of aluminum attenuating foils and counters(calleda 'ranger") 

which was used during measurements at 2.5, 1.8, and 1.8 MeV. Energy 

calibration of the 1 MeV Van de Graaff further includes the use of 

proton nuclear resonance capture reactions in lithium and fluorine. 

The solId state detector used is a lithium-drifted silicon 

cryta1 with a madmum depletion depth of 3 um. This active depth is 

sufficient for the full-energy beam of the cyclotron, the maximum 

enountered in these investigations. The pulse produced in the de 

tector with each particle entering is directly proportional to the 

energy of the particle. The pulse output of the detector, suitably 

arp1ified, is fed into a pulse height analyzer (iA). This is done also 
2l 

with the output resulting from exposure to Am , a source of 5.+77 

MeV a particles. By further using the 5. 1 77-MeV aiphas attenuated to 

a knom energy by passage through a 0.5-mg1cm 2  aluminum foil, one 

establishes the energy separation per PHA channel. This information 

allows a determination of beam energy which is accurate under normal 

circumstances to 

The cyclotron "ranger" acts by scattering a small fraction of 

the primary beam in a tanta1m foil set at 45 deg to the beam line 

Collimators select particles scattered at 90 deg in such a way that 
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they exit from the back side of the sctter1ng foil. These particles 

pass through a system of'attenuating foils, then into two in-line 

proportional counters operating in anticoincidence. The beam energy 

is derived from a knowledge of the attenuator thickness necessary to 

slow down the particles sufficiently that they stop in the thin window 

between the counters (more accuratôly, either in the window or in the 

near one-half of either of the two counters). This device is also 

expected,'. under good conditions, to give an energy measurement accu- 
rate to  

). The primary energy determination, for points taken on the 1 MeV 

machine has been made from certain resonance reactions occurring with 

protons in lithium fluoride. These are listed as: 44 

Reaction 	 Energy 	 Half-width, 
(keV) 	 (keV) 

F19(p), a7016  . 	87.5 	 4.5 
F19 (p, ay)016 	36.5 	 2.7 
Li7(p, y)Be 8 	 l-1 2 	 12.2 

These reactions were used to calIbrate the magnetic field monitor 

of the bending (selecting) magnet located just before the entrance to 

the apparatus. The reactions were detected in two different targets, 

one a thin layer of LIF deposited on a Lucite plate, the other a thin 

piece of Teflon (cF 4 ). The targets were mounted at the end of the 

neutral beam port in the analysis section, and so used a fully colli-

mated beam. The detector used was a 2-in, diameter, 2-in, thick 

sodium iodide scintillator, with a type RCA 6655A photoxnultlplier tube. 
This assembly, detecting I

the ganmias emitted, was placed against the 

back side of the target mounting plates. It subtended perhaps a 

quarter of the 'tOtal soJid angle. 

One should note that in the measurement of the stripping cross 

section, a, the energy of the beam has been attenuated by the 140 

	

/ 	2. 	 . 
p.g/cm neutralizing foil. This attenuation is estimated, by use of 

calculated 'values of -dE/dx for aluminum, 1  to be 0.028 MelT at 1MeV 

	

and 	0..013 MelT at 2.5 MeV. 	. 
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IV ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A. Calc'ulation of 10, 

The calculation of the capture cross section is facilitated by 

the fact that we have a.two-component beam, consisting only of. H+ and 

H0 . The attachment cross sections, for the formation of H, are neg-

ligibly small at these enrgies. 16  The gas target is always."thin" 

with respect to the capture reaction; that is, the mean free path for 

the capture reation. is very much larger than the target length. 

Defining 	110 density of neutals (H0) in the beam, 

density of protons (H) in the beam, 

and n+ n+ n 	total density of beam .rticles, 

• 	we find the appropriate rate ecjuation to be 

dn0 	 . 

= n+o.J_0 - nOOl  , 

where dir = Ndx and N target gas density That this analysis is done 

for the "thin" target case means that n >> no, or alternatively, 

• 	n n• In the course of the measurement, n < 	n at all times; 	 H 
+ 	 .0 

• • 	for that matter, in all but a few cases n 0 	 + 
<.2x 10 n . As a reason- 

able approximation, therefore, we write 	 . 	• • 

dn0  

lO. 
1 cy 

d 	
0Ol 

f0L

dn0 	• j
I dir=- aol 	Nd.x

) IL 1  fo 	 01j 0 	 • • 	• 

where nbl  is the background neutral density entering the target 

• 	chamber. This equations gives, as a solution for lO' 
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-fla 01 
(nO_nDle 	01 

lo = _ 11cr 
0l 

n(l - e 	) 

Note that the n0  of thisformula is the neutral density at the exit of 

the target chamber. The density, N0, measured at the detector will be 

increased by the contribution, nb2' of exchanges taking place between 

the chamber exit andthe separating magnet. 

Thus; finally,. 

Ol 
(N0 - 	

1e 	) 

lo 	 -n 
N(l - e 	

01) 

To account completely for the effect of the neutral background, 

one needs to know the relative contributions of nbl  and 	to the 

total measured neutral background count, fl. The experiment as con-

structed is not capable of separating these contributions, so that 

they must be estimated from a knowledge of their sources. 

The majority of the background neutrals can be accounted for by a 

calculation of the number of exchanges expected, at the observed drift 

section pressures, in a background gas of N2 . Some contribution is 

also made by scraping collisions of beam particles on the various col-

ilinators of the gas cell assembly. From these considerations, plus 

the relative lengths of drift section before and after the gas.cell, 

we estimate that'bl 0.8 nbo  and that nc2 0.2 n. The effect of 

the uncertainty of this estimate upon the error.of the cross.. 

section measurement is discussed in the presentation of results. 

Chemical analysis of the target gases showed significant impuri 

ties to be present only in the hydrogen source bottle. Nitrogen, CO., 

and CO were found to the extent of 0.02, 0.00+, and 0.015%, respec-

tively. These small concentrations are significant because their 

respective capture cross sections are larger than that of hydrogen 

gas by a factor of, some 50 to 800 through our range of energies. Cor-

rection for the presence of these impurities ismde by subtracting, 
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from the total measured capture cross section, that amount attributable 

to the impurities. The total I  a 10, measured In units of cm2  per mole-

cule of target gas (B2), is 

	

.o (total)= 0l0 12) + 	g 10 (j) 

where g is the concenttioi (molecules/molecule of 7 2) of. Thpuiity 

J. The effect is l&rger at higher energies. Estimates of the CO 2  

and CO cross sections were made on the basis of the meager experi-

mental evidence available. 6  We are aware of no theoretical work 

directly applicable. : Theeffect of this uncertainty upon the 
crib 

standard error is also discussed 

Measurements have been made, for each target gas and beam energy, 

at several target pressures. The cross sectIon is calculated for each 

measurement Individually. The result quoted for a given gas and 

energy is the average of these measurements, which are typically ten 

in number. 

B. Calculation of 

Since this measurement utilizes a beam of H°  entering the target, 

and sInce O l  >> a 0  throughout the range. of our interest, the rate 

equation 

	

dn 	 dn 
+ 	 0 - = nOOl  - n+o.lO  

dir 

simplifies -to 

	

dn 	 dn 
0 —=n01 =--; 

	

dir 	 dir 

• 	 r

N 	 TI 0 dn0 	Idir 

	

J 	oiJ 
• 	 21 	 0 
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has the solution  

Cr 	r 
1 	

ii + - D+
ln 

01 No  

In this instance, the source of background protons, 1+; is of no con-

sequence. 
0 

As before, the result quoted for a particular target gas. and H 

beam energy is an average of the values calculated from approximately 

10 measurements made at various target pressures. 
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V. EXPERThThTAL RESULTS 

A. Tabulation of Cross Sections 

The results of the measurements of o, the electron capture 

cross section, andthe electron loss cross section, are presented 

below for each Of the target gases. 

1. 	Hydrogen Gas, 112 

!io 	 Proton energy 

(Om2/mol) 	 (MeV) 

356 ± 0.3 x 10_20 	o.o ± 0.003 
± 0.5x 10_21 	o.651  ± 0.003 

± 0.1 x 10_21 	0.851 ± 0.00 
22 346+ 	 1.063 ± 0.006 

597 ± 1.3 x 102 	2.5 ± 0.03 

0 
Cr01 	

11 energy 

(cm2/mol) 	 ('ievJ

-17 2.15   ± 0.2 x 10 	1 027 ± 0 006 

852 ± 08 x 10_18 	21.44 ±003 

These results are plotted in Fig 5 )  with other available experi-

mental results. Present results are shown as solid vertical bars, the 

height being approximately the associated error (the scale of the 

figures precludes exactness). The straight dashed line through the 

Cr data has a behavior of -, E5 . An accurate determination of the 
10 
slope demands a much more accurate knowledge of proton energy than of 

the measured cross section, because of the strong energy. dependence of 

the ajo  curve. From the uncertainties in E and a 
1011 we assign an 

-5.1±0.15 
uncertainty in the exponent of ± 0.15, i.e., a varies as E10 
The present a results, considered either alone or in conjunction with 

10 
Barnett and Reynolds results, show no tendency toward a greater slope 

with increasing energy. The Jackson and Schiff Born-approximation cal-

culation22  is shown as a typical calculation for comparison purposes. 

The Jackson-Schiff result reaches an E. behavior at higher energies. 
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Fig. 5. H results. Present results indicated by solid bar . Symbols 
used: Experimental results: o, Barnett and Reynolds (Ref. ii); 

, Berkner et al. (Ref. 51); D,Smythe and Toevs (Ref. 53). 
Theoretical results: D-N, Dmit •riev and Nikolaev (Ref. 7); B-5, 
Bates and Griffing (Ref. 48); 3-s, Jackson and Schiff (Ref. 22). 
Dashed line is drawn through the present results. 
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The calculation, done for atomic hydrogen, has been multiplied by 2 

for thecdmparisoñ withmolecular hydrogen results. The accuracy of 

this apprdximation.is a subject •of discussion in Sections II and VI. 

The curve plotted is forcapture into all states, assuming that 
32 

capture int:o excited states is proportional to 1/n . 

The results for a , both for H and He, fit well with the pre-

dictions of Dmitriev and Nikolaev, Bates and Griffing, and Bates 

and Williams. 
49 

2. 	Helium Gas, He 

Proton energy 

(cm2 /thol) 	 (MeV) 

1.6 ± 0.16x 	 0. 1 0 ± 0.003 

2.9
4 
 ± 0.3 x 10 20 	o.654 0.003 

8.3 ± 0.8 x10 21 	0.851  ± 0. .0O 

2.86 ± 0.3 x l0 21 	1.063 ± 0.006 

3.1 ± 0.3 x 10 23 	2.5 ± 0.03 

1.21  ± 0.1 x10 23 	2.99 ± 0.O 

535 ± o. 5 x 10 25 	5.1 ± 0.05 

0 
201 	

Henergy 

(cm2 /mol) 	 (MeV) 

1.4 ± 0.1x 10 	 1.027 ± o.006 

6.32 ± 0.5 x o 8 	2. 	± 0.03 

These results are plotted in Fig. 6. The dashed line drasm 
• 	 5.3±0.1 
through the present results has.a behavior of E 	 at the high- 	• 

energy end. The predictions of Bransden and Cheshire 1  , 	of R. A.. 	• 

• Map1etn, 3  and of Mittleman, 15  as evaluated by Berkner et al., 13  are 

also shown. 	 . 
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Fig. 6. He results. Present results indicated by solid bar, . 

• Other symbols: Experimental results; 0, Barnett and Reyiiolds 

~ Ref-

, Berkner et al. ~ Ref-
Ref. 51); 0, Smythe and Tocys 

 53); , Berkreret al.  13). TheoretiCal reu1ts:. 

B-W, Bates and Williams (Ref. 14.9) ;  D_N,.DmitrieV and I'Tikolaev 
(Ref. .47); B-C, Bransden and Cheshire (Ref. 14)-; Mi, Mittleman 
(Refs. 13 and 15); Ma (1), Mapleton (Ref. 33). Dashed line is 

drawn through the present results. 
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3. 	Nitrogen Gas, N2  

!io 	 Proton. energy 

(c 2  

	

in /mol) 	 (MeV) 

	

9•79 ± 0.9 io_19 	o.'o ± 0.003 

	

2.8 ± 0.3 ,10
-19 	o.651  ± 0.003 

	

9.81 ± 0.9 x 10 _ 20 	0.851 ±. o.00 

	

5.1k  ± 0..5x io_20 	1.063 ± 0.006 

	

206±02x10_21 	251 ±003 

	

± 0.15x 10_22 	4 .79 ± 005 

	

985 ±09x10 25 	1375 ±02 

0 H energy 

	

(cm2/mol) 	. 	(MeV) 

1.68 	0.1 x o_16 	1.027 ± o.006 

	

.7.22 ± 0.6x10 17 	2.44± 0.03 •. : 

Figure 7 shows plots of these points, plus other experimental 
measurements and the theoretical predictions of Mapleton, 32 ' 3  and the 

evaluation of the first Born approximation by Mittlernan) 3 ' 15  Note 

that the present results reproduce the shape. of a curve through the 

Barnett-Reynolds results, although they are larger by some o%. The 

curve markedMa (2) is for capture of p-orbital electrons in atomic 

nitrogen into the is state of hydrogen, estirnating the Born "full-

interaction potential" cross section as discussed in Section II D. 

The curve marked: Ma (3) is the 0( calculation for p-orbital capture 

from which Ma (2) was obtained, but adjusted to include capture into 

all states. The curve marked Ma (4.) is the result of the OBK calcula-

tion above 1 MeV, including is- and 2s-orbital capture also. 50  

As with hydrogen, the calculations for atomic nitrogen have been 

multiplied by 2 as an approximation to the case for capture from 

mole cular nitrogen. 	 . 

The dotted section of the Mi curve is simply an extension below 	. 	. . 

the expected range of validity of the calculation in order to show 

more clearly the relative slope of the curve (E ). 	 . . 
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Fig ' N2  results Present results indicated by solid bar, 
Other symbols Experimental results o, Barnett and Reynolds 
(Ref. ii); 	, Berkner et al. (Ref. 51); 0, Smythe and Toevs 
(Ref. 53); i, Szostak et al. (Ref. 12); 	, Berkner et al. (Ref. 
13). Theoretical results: Ma (2), Ma (3), Mapicton (Ref. 32); 
Ma (24.),  Mapleton (Ref. 34); Mi, Mittleinan (Reft. 13 and 15). 
Dashed line is dra'wn through the present results.. 
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1k.. 	Argon Gas, Ar. 
proton energy 

(cm2/mol) . 	. 	. . 	(Mey 

5.80 ± 0.5 x 10_19 .O. 140 ± o.003 

2.6 0.3 x 19 O.65 ± 0.003 

1.51 ± 0.15x 10_19  0.851 ±0.00k 

8.8 ± 0.8.x 10_20  1.063 ± 0.006 

± o.. 
_21 2.51 ± 0.03 

0.3 x .79 ± 0.05 
5••6 

± 0.5 x 10 	. 13.75 ± 0.2 

201 	
H0 energy 

(cm2/molD 	 (MeV) 

1.76 ± 0.15x 106 	1.027 ± o.o06 

8.9
0  ± 0.7 x 10 	 2.44 ± 0.03 

The above results are shown in Fig. 8.. There are no known theo-

retical treatments for this case. Here, as in the N2  case, we repro-

duce the shape of the curve of Barnett and Remo1ds. in the rgion
10  

of overlap, but with croès sections roughly 50% higher. 

B. Error Analysis 	 ,. 

The major sources of error in the measurement of a o are uncer-
tainty in target gas pressure; neutral background counts, n; 

impurities; and the correction due to electron loss in the target gas 

cell.. 	 . 	 .. 

A detailed:discussion of the effect of these and other uncertain-

ties on cr, plus an error analysis for .the measurements made of 

are found in the Appendix. 

In most cases, the total error in the value of specific cross 

sections is slightly less than io% 
The errors associ4ted with the mea.suremnt of proton energy, whih 

are important because of the steep slope of the a lo
curves at high - 

I 
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Fig. 8. Ar results. Present results indicated by solid bar, . 
Other symbols: o, Barnett and Reynolds (Ref. 11); ., Berkner 

• 	et al. (Ref. 51); D, Smythe and Toevs (Ref. 53); 0 , Berknex et 
al. (Ref.. 13). Dashed line is drawn through the present results. 
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energies, have been discussed in Section III C. 

It should be noted that wherever these 	results are to be corn- 
10 

• 	pared with a calulatiofl at a specified energy, the error associated 

with 	 measurement should then be accounted for in the error 

of thevalue used If the 	curve has a slope of 	at the 

spócified energy, the error Aa io  associated with the error AE of the 

• 	energy masuéiient is approximately 

C. CorsistenCy of Measurements 

Individual measurements of alo  were made over a wide range of 

pressures. They were thus subject to varying errors, but generally 

did not change with pressure, as they would have If our pressure cali-

bration, corrections for electron loss collisions, or measurement of 

neutral background counts were much.in error. Figures 9 and 10 show, 

respectively, plots of data with error bars for a point (N 2  at 0.851 

•MeV) typical of the great majority of ppints, and for a point (H 2  at 

o.65I MeV) with high n (neutral background) and high associated 

errors. In both cases, the quoted result is plotted on the y axIs 

(i.e., at 0 pressure).- 
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VI. SUIvIMRY AND CONCLUSIONS 

There. are seyeral comments apropos to the measurements in specific 

gases, so the results are first discussed individually.. 

There is agreement between our results in H2  and those of Barnett 

and Reynolds, within experimental error. We were able to extend this 

measurement only to 2.5 MeV, primarily because of increasingly diffi-

cult neutral background count problems at higher energies. This new 

infoiation, however,, is interesting in regard to the work of Tuan and 

Gerjuoy, 35  which involves the relationship 'between cr 10
,for atomic hydro-

gen and °io 
for molecular hydrogen. Calculations for capture from 

hydrogen have been done for atomic hydrogen almost exclusively, and 

comparison with experimental resultp in H2  has been made by doubling 

the calculated atomic cross sections. The general thesis of Tuan and 

Gerjuoy is that for energies..just above -t-oo keV, or 10 (molecular) is 

actually less than twice °io 
(atomic), but that in the high energy 

limit a (molecular) is 2.4 to 2.8 times a lo  (atomic).. As Is seen in 

Fig. 5, the specific data we present appear to behave similë.rly rela- 

tiveto the Jackson-Schiff calculation. Since there is but one measure-

mént above 1MeV, the evidence is not conclusive.. The result, however, 

does encourage addit1oal measurements, extending to higher energies, 

to cOnfirm or disprove this apparent crossover. 

B.He. 

In helium also there is good agreement between our results and 

those of Barnett and Reynolds. There appears to be close agreement 

between Mapleton T s first Born calculation, plotted in Fig.6 for 

capture into the ground state of hydrogen only, and the experimental 

results. The slope.of the a10  curve in He appears to be changing very 

slowly if.at all at high energies, i.e., up to approximately 10 MeV. 

There a 	 , 'ie possible corrections to the data of.Berkner et al. 51  which 

would raise their points some 25 to 30%, 	near but still below the. 

straight line through the present results. This gas probably offers 
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the best chance of experimentally determining a limiting high-energy 

behavior for comparison with the results of nonrelativistic calcula-

tions. The "high energy limit is expected at lower proton energies 

than for other gasesthan hydrogen, and helhmi does not present the 

complication of adiatomic molecule. In spite of the apparent straight-

line behavior of the results above 1 MeV, a measurement of al  1 at an 

energy substantially above 10 MeV appears necessary before one could 

claim to have shoth an asymptotic.limit experimentally. 

C. N2  

The similar curvatures found in the experimental results here and 

by Barnett and Reynolds suggest that there is some structure to the 

Cr lO curve for N2  below 1 MeV. The structure seems to be qualitatively 

explained by comparison to the curves of Qppenheimer_Briflklflafl-Kramers 

by Mapieton , 323  plOtted on Fig. 7 as Ma (3) and Ma (lb). Ma (3) 

includes capture of p-orbital electrons, of atomic nitrogen, only, since 

at lower energies p-orbital capture dominates capture from S states. 

Ma (Ii.) includes both p- and s-orbital capture; capture from s states 

dominates at high energies. From these curves 
.jJ  seems apparent that 

the complete o' OBK calculation would show a shape similar to that 

observed experimentally. The suggestion is that the observed changes 

in curvature of the a10
'curve may be attributable to differing domi-

nant capture reactions at different energies. Capture .of p electrons. 

falls off as E6. 
32. 

There is a disparity between the experimental results of Barnett 

and Reynolds and ours of about 40%, which is beyond that expected from 

the quoted errors. We have been able to find no explanation for this. 

D..Ar  

In argon also our results are greater by some 50% than those of 

Barnett and Reynolds, still without' easy. explanation. . The ,matching 	. 	 e 
shapes of the two resulting °10 curves confirm 'a structure similar to 

but more pronounced than that in' N 2, and in the sane energy range. 
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E. Comments on Future Experiments 

The results obtained in the work indicate a desirability of ex-

tending the. measurements to higher energies, at least in hydrogen, and 

heliimi. The experimental experience has pointed out some of the, dif-

ficulties of doing this. The problem 'of too. large a background neutral 

count increases with energy, as the electron-capture cros sections of 

the light gases fall off much more rapidly than those of the background 

gas constituents. To reduce the importance of backround nutrals, 

further experiments' shOuld provide 'for sweeping magnets before and,, 

after the gas target in order to determine accurately. the sources of 

background counts. 

Since there is certainly a practical limit to how much one can 

reduce background gas pressure and drift lengths, the experimenter may 

find it advantageous to use a thicker gas target, even' to the point 

where the beam components come to equilibrium. This will add the full 

uncertainty of the
1
01  value at that energy to the probable error of 

the measurements, but it will both raise the proportion of "true" 

counts and limit the drift length of concern to that afterthe gas 

target. Spread of the beam from multiple collisions should not be 

insurmountable. 
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Error Analysis 

(4  

We wish to estimate the standard deviation in a resulting from 10 
• uncertainty in (1) target thc1uiess., 11; (2) knowledge of the electron 

loss cross section 'aJ (3) total particle counts, N0  and N + ; (4) total 

backgroundcouflts, n.; (5) the relative fractions of total neutral 

background cOunts originating before and after the target, 'bl and b2 

• and (6) the effect of impurities. We will rind it convenient to expand 

the formula for a10  to get 

• 	
-ha01 

a = 10 	r 	2 	2 	3. a 3' 
I 	oi 	JL a 01 	H 01  

Null - 	+ 	---- 

	

2 	6 	2'' 

The series 1 '- 11a01/2 + 11 a012/6 - 113 a013/2 + ••• differs from 

e by no more than 1% over our range of Ha01, so we will hence-

forth use this approximate equivalence. The a formula can then be
10 

written as • .• 

I 	 • 

NoLl_(lf)K_fl(e-Ha 01 
a10 = 	 - 11a01/2 

Nile 
+ 

where 

K = 
bO  the ratio of total background counts to total 
N0  • 	 • 	neutral counts, 	• . 

and 

f 	the fraction of background'origiflatiflg before 

b0 	 • 	• the target. 



I. 	Target Thickness IT 

Differentiating with respect to 11, we find 

[ 
	Trcr6l  1 - (i - f)K + fKe 

-11cr 
it L 	2 	l -(l - f)K -fKe 01 

We have estimated f to be 0.8. To help in seeing the behavior 

of this function, we 'have plotted, in Fig. 11, (- 	/cr 0)/(tJI/it) vs. 

ito over the ranges used in our measurements. The dotted lines con- 

nect the individual measurements made for the indicated target g.s and 

proton beam energy. The points shown are typical of those with high 

relative background. Most of the data taken lie between K = 0 and 

K=0.2. 

Uncertainty in knowledge of target thickness arises from the pre-

viously discussed error in pressure calibration and from uncertainty 

in the effective target length (e.g., pressure distribution in col-

limators, particle distribution in the differential pumping section), 

which is estimated at ± 2%. 

The error, then, in cr10  due to It ranges from ± 8% for most points 

in N2  and Ar down to ± 4% for the 2. 14-5-MeV point in H2 . 

2, 	Electron-Loss Cr088 Section, cr01 	 - 

•io = crOi .[flcrOi  i 	r)K + çe 01] 

01 
• 	 010 	O'Ol 2 	l -(l -f)K -fKe 

The function 	 is also plotted in Fig. 11, 
01 

with the ordinate values shown on the right side of the figure. Con-

sidering the error in the values ofa01  used in the calculation to be 

± io%, we see that the error induced in a 10  varies from 2% for most 

cases to 5% in 112  at 2.5 MeV. . • . 
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Fig. 11 Plot of error in a resulting from uncertainty in target 
10 

thickness It (left-hand scale) and from uncertainty iivalue of 

oi. (right-hand scale) 	Circles identify measurement points 



3. Total Particle Counts, sand N 

	

• 	
N0 r 	1 
N0  Li - 0.2K - 0.8Ke 01J 

l0 	+ 

Counting errors for neutrals should be i% This errox will have 

an appreciable effect only for measurements with high relative back-

ground, such as that for H2  at 2.45 MeV, where (Aa 10/o10)/(tN0/N0 ) is 

significantly greater than 1. This isillustrated by Fig. 12, which shows 

vs fl, using the same parameters as in F 	Ii 

As discussed in Section III, the error inrneasurement of N 

± 1.5% 

. 	Neutral Background Counts, nbO 

The dependence upon n isbo 

	

• 	10 	
1 	

1 

QL1-O2K-O8KL 01 

• This function is plotted also on Fig. 12, with ordinate values 

shown on the right-hand scale. Measurements taken at lower pressures 

re ubject to large errors from this source, since scatter in the 

measurements indicates a standard deviation in n 1  as high as 15%  in 

a few cases. 	• 

5. 	Fraátion of Neutral Background Originating Before Gis Target, C 

Background neutrals may originate in background gas either before 

or after the target cell, or they may result from beam scraping on the 

collimators of the cell. Since estimates of the number created in the 

background gas account for virtually all obberved, we htve a:urned 
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only a small fraction of nbo  to come from collimator scraping. There-

fore f is detennined largely from drift path lengths: 

Hcro-  
- e 

10 

	

a10 	f)K - fKe 

We etimate the fii±e f = 0.8 to be accute to within about 10%. 

A io% error there prbduce s a significant ei'ror in only one of the 

measured points, a for 112 at 2.15 MeV, where the resulting error 

is±%. 

impurities in 112  
The uncertainty in our knowledge of impurity concentrations and 

theIr capture cross sections for the 112 gas used is about ± o%. The 

magnitude of the correction itself varies with energy from 2% to 17%. 

Accordingly, the contribution to error in q lO
is between ± 0.6% and 

± 5 i%, depending upon the energy of the particular measurement 

Total Error 

The total error is found from the various error contributions by 

() 	

= 	
(~alo 

2]h12 where (10 	error from jth source 
 alo

a10 total 	
\ aio 

Although we take the mean of many measurements for each point )  

• thus reducing statistical inaccuracies such as occur in, say, measur-

ing n, the total error is not significantly reduced, since it in-

cludes an estimate of the probability of systematic errors, as in 

target thickness ii, which remain unaffected by the number of measure- 

ments made. 

Error Analysis, 1  

With 	 a01  = in 	
+ 
	

No 
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we see immediately that.. 	 .. 

L 01  

(101 

Partial differentiation with respect to the counting variables 

results in 	 - 

N/N0  

oi 	
+ N _%~ ] in 	

+ N 

No  

 n/N0  

oi - 	 + 1 
+ N 	

in 1 
+ N 

N0 	 (N+  - 

7 	N~ 
- 'b+] 	N 

- 

01, 	0 11+ 	ilni,l+. 
L 	1T0 	J 	L 	N0  

The multiplying factors on the right sides of the above three 

equations are of order one or smaller in all cases. Counting errors 

are thus considered to be, here also, relatively unimportant 

We estimate the deviation of the ao,  measurements to be no more 

than 10% for all cases 
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